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ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF MAGNETIC FLUIDS BASED
ON TRANSFORMER OIL UNDER MAGNETIC FIELD
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The structural changes in magnetic fluids based on transformer oil TECHNOL and MOGUL upon the effect of an
external magnetic field and temperature were studied by acoustic spectroscopy. When a magnetic field is increased, the

interaction between the magnetic field and the magnetic moments of the nanoparticles leads to the aggregation of magnetic
nanoparticles and following clusters formation. However, the temperature of magnetic fluids has also very important influence
on the structural changes because of the mechanism of thermal motion that acts against the cluster creation. The live time
of clusters have relative long time scale for the magnetic fluid based on TECHNOL, while for MOGUL is quite short.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The transformer oil based magnetic fluids are colloidal
suspensions of magnetic nanoparticles covered with a sur-
factant layer in transformer oils [1, 2]. The transformer oil
with magnetic nanoparticles that is usually used for both
high voltage insulation and power electronics cooling is
subjected to research to enhance its characteristics. Such
magnetic fluids should have better insulating and thermal
properties. The dielectric breakdown strength of trans-
former oil, however, is strongly influenced by the aggre-
gation effects of magnetic nanoparticles and can induce
electric breakdown [3,4].

One of the methods of studying changes in the mag-
netic fluid structure under the magnetic field and influ-
enced by temperature is based on the measurements of
changes in the acoustic wave attenuation α [5–7]. The
change of the acoustic attenuation of acoustic waves prop-
agating through suspensions, in which magnetic nanopar-
ticles constituting one phase are dispersed in a continuous
second phase, can indicate characterized properties and
structure of magnetic liquids. The interaction between the
acoustic waves and the magnetic nanoparticles or their
aggregation to clusters leads to additional attenuation of
acoustic wave compared to that in the carried liquid.

Under the effect of an external magnetic field the
nanoparticles of magnetic fluid become arranged into
oligomers or clusters, forming chains stiffening the liquid
structure. Acoustic wave propagation in magnetic fluid
placed in magnetic field was studied by several authors
both theoretically and experimentally [2, 5, 6]. There are
also computer simulations using Monte Carlo [8,9] in-
vestigating aggregation phenomena in a polydisperse col-
loidal dispersion of ferromagnetic nanoparticles. All these
works suppose that chainlike clusters are formed along
magnetic field direction, but clusters can have various

shapes. These shapes depend on both particle-particle

and particle-field interactions. In this paper the inter-

ference of magnetic field, time and temperature on the
structure of magnetic fluids based on transformer oils

MOGUL and TECHNOL with similar concentration is

presented. The structure changes are studied by acoustic
spectroscopy, observed results for both kinds of magnetic

fluids are discussed and compared.

2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The block diagram of the experimental arrangement
is shown in Fig. 1. The measurements of the attenuation

of the acoustic wave of frequency 12.4 MHz were car-

ried out by a pulse method using the acoustic equipment
EXPLORER II NDT WORKSTATION, (MATEC). An

acoustic wave generated by transducer, propagated

through the magnetic fluids placed in the thermostatted
closed measuring cell (1.5 × 0.9 × 1.0 cm3 , the temper-

ature was stabilized with an accuracy ±0.2 ◦C) inserted
in an electromagnet underwent a multiple reflection be-

tween transducers. The first two selected adjacent echoes
representing different paths after reflection and reach-

ing a receiving transducer were received by MATEC.

The computer program controlled the whole experiment,
the increase and decrease rate of magnetic field, records

the time developments of acoustic signal, calculated the

acoustic attenuation at given magnetic fluid and stored
observed result.

The subjects of the study were magnetic fluids based

on transformer oils TECHOL and MOGUL. The mag-
netic fluids (MF) used in experiments consisted of mag-

netite nanoparticles (FeO.Fe2O3) with the mean diam-

eter d ≈ 11 nm, coated with oleic acid as a surfactant
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of experimental arrangement

Fig. 2. The dependence of acoustic attenuation changes on external
magnetic field for 2.5% MF magnetic fluid based on TECHNOL

measured at two different temperatures

Fig. 3. The dependence of the acoustic attenuation changes on
external magnetic field for 2.0% magnetic fluid based on MOGUL

measured at temperature 20 ◦C

that were dispersed in transformer oils. The basic prop-
erties of 2.5% MF based on TECHNOL, such as the den-
sity and saturation magnetization were 0.917 g/cm3 and
9.5 mT, respectively. These parameters for 1% MF based
on MOGUL were equal to 0.89 g/cm3 and 5.6 mT. Vol-
ume concentrations, average diameter and standard devi-
ation of magnetic particles were determined from vibrat-
ing sample magnetometer measurements.

The attenuation of acoustic wave depends on the mag-
netic field intensity, the rate of its changes and the tem-
perature of magnetic fluid. Figures 2 and 3 present the
change of acoustic attenuation as a function of magnetic
field B which was parallel to the acoustic wave vector
k . The magnetic field was linearly increased (3.3 mT per
minute) to maximum value 200 mT for various tempera-
tures. The magnetic field after reach the maximum value
and 1-minute pause decreased at the same rate.

The results summarized in Fig. 2 indicate also the ef-
fect of temperature on the processes ongoing in 2.5% MF
TECHNOL. The measurements show typical change of
the acoustic attenuation at linear change of magnetic
field. The increase of attenuation with increasing mag-

netic field is connected with coupling of nanoparticles to
think like shapes – clusters. The processes of clusters cre-
ation continue even with decreasing magnetic field. From
the value ∼ 160 mT (20 ◦C) and ∼ 130 mT (25 ◦C) dom-
inates the process of the thermal degradation of clusters
(Brownian motion [10]), which causes the decrease of the
acoustic attenuation. With next decreases of magnetic
field the coefficient decreases very slowly and it does not
return to the initial stage.

Figure 3 shows the acoustic attenuation changes for
both increasing and decreasing magnetic field for 2% MF
based on MOGUL. From the obtained results it can
be seen that with increasing magnetic field the acous-
tic attenuation dramatically increases but only to around
60 mT. After reaching the maximum ∆α decreases up to
120 mT when MF reach the stability and acoustic atten-
uation ∆α continues only in slow increase. At decreasing
magnetic field there is no maximum, only slow decrease to
the initial state. At higher temperatures the development
of ∆α is similar.

To understand the different behaviour observed for
magnetic fluids based on TECHNOL and MOGUL, re-
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Fig. 4. Experimental data of changes in the acoustic attenuation
for jump change of the magnetic field to value 100 mT measured

at temperatures 20 ◦C and 25 ◦C in 2.5% MF TECHNOL

Fig. 5. Experimental data of changes in the acoustic attenuation
for jump change of the magnetic field to value 150 mT measured

at temperatures 20 ◦C, 30 ◦C and 40 ◦C in 2% MF MOGUL

spectively the time development of acoustic attenuation
was investigated for jump change of magnetic field. Fig-
ures 4 and 5 present the acoustic attenuation changes in
the MF subjected to a jumped magnetic field 100 mT
for 50 min, 150 mT for 30 min, respectively and its be-
haviour after removal magnetic field. The acoustic atten-
uation was measured as a function of time under the fol-
lowing conditions: the magnetic field increased in 10 sec-
ond to given constant value (A), then this value of the
magnetic field was constant for time and finally the field
decreased (B) to zero in 1 second. The area between the
lines A and B corresponds to the range of time in which
the magnetic fluid was subjected to a constant value of
the magnetic field.

In the case of MF TECHNOL the change of acous-
tic attenuation occurred very slowly with increasing time
(Fig. 4). It can be seen that only after 40 minute the at-
tenuation reaches constant values in case of temperature
20 ◦C and at higher temperature (25 ◦C) even later. From
these results it can be said that the processes of cluster-
ing had long timescale. After magnetic field switch off,
the change of the acoustic absorption coefficient does not
return to initial value and its value almost stationary for
long time. This means that the clusters exist also without
magnetic field.

The observed changes in α were significant and quite
different in 2% MF MOGUL subjected to the magnetic
field. As soon as the magnetic field was applied to the MF
the acoustic wave attenuation sharp increased (Fig. 5).
This phenomenon was explained by progressing aggrega-
tion of magnetic particles into clusters [2, 6, 8, 10]. The
occurring increase of acoustic attenuation α is the re-
sult of additional absorption of the acoustic wave by the
spherical clusters formed in the fluid [5]. But after 3 min-
utes it can be seen dramatic decrease in attenuation. It
can be result of collection of clusters to more complicated
structure or the process of restructuring of the magnetic
fluid. With next increasing time, the value of α reaches
a new state of equilibrium. The new state of equilibrium
is stable and clusters break up down only after removal

of the magnetic field. This behavior coincides with the
previous dependence of α on the magnetic field (Fig. 3).
After removal of the magnetic field, the acoustic attenu-
ation drastically decreases to the initial value but in time
about 5 min it reaches new equilibrium state. The pro-
cesses seem to be opposite that when magnetic field was
applied. The lifetime of big clusters is in this case very
small. In next five minutes acoustic attenuation slowly in-
creases, the fluid structure needs some time to reach new
the stable value.

3 DISCUSSION

It is known that the interaction between the exter-
nal magnetic field and the magnetic moment of the
nanoparticle in magnetic fluids leads to the aggregation of
nanoparticles to new structures [2, 6, 8, 11]. These struc-
tures enlarge with the magnetic field and this process has
the influence on the value of the acoustic attenuation.
In our previous works [6, 7] or other experimental works
[5, 11] it was observed that the acoustic attenuation ini-
tially increases with increasing magnetic field. This effect
can be explained by several parameters. One of is the time
constant of creation of higher structures of nanoparticles.
Others are temperature or viscosity of given magnetic
fluids. However, following progress at higher magnetic
field can be different depending on the structure changes
caused by developing of cluster shape in individual cases.

The results obtained for 2.5% MF TECHNOL indi-
cate a significant effect of temperature on the acoustic
attenuation. The measurement of the acoustic attenua-
tion at temperature 20 ◦C shows also higher hysteresis
and large changes originated from the process of aggre-
gation of nanoparticles to dimers and higher oligomers:
trimers, tetramers, etc [12]. At higher magnetic field also
longer thin chains can arise known as clusters [4, 5, 8]. The
process of creation of cluster continues even at decreasing
magnetic field. With next decrease of magnetic field the
attenuation decreases very slowly. Under this we can say
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that only process leading to the formation oligomers, thin
chains or single clusters underway for this magnetic liq-
uid and this type of liquid. This is associated with longer
life of clusters for this type of magnetic liquid because
they exist although magnetic field is zero. With increas-
ing temperature the thermal motion increases resulting
in decrease of numbers of oligomers or clusters and their
length. The both smaller numbers of clusters and their
shorter length induce the smaller influence on acoustic
attenuation at temperature 25 ◦C. Very long time of cre-
ation of thin chains or single clusters is confirmed by mea-
surement after jump change of magnetic field to its con-
stant value. In this case the time response associated with
creation of thin chains on the jump change of magnetic
field is several tens of minutes. Also decay of these chains
is relative long, because they exist also at zero magnetic
field.

In the case of 2% MF MOGUL the situation is rather
different. There is big change of acoustic attenuation be-
tween 40–100mT. Similar results were observed by Joze-
fczak et al [5] with water-based biocompatible MF. This
phenomenon can be explained by processing aggregation
of magnetic nanoparticles in thin chainlike – clusters.
With increasing magnetic field ∆α increases because of
the viscosity of MF increases. The maxima in ∆α are
the result of an additional resonance absorption of ul-
trasonic wave by the spherical clusters formed in fluid.
With next increasing magnetic field the process of clus-
tering continues, but with new important features. Ex-
isted clusters connect together forming bigger clusters,
what consequently decreases the number of chainlike or
smaller clusters. These processes have influence on the
value of the acoustic attenuation - dramatic decreases
of its value. At ∼ 120 mT this type of MF reaches a
new state of equilibrium in the structure of nanoparti-
cles, that is only slight function of external magnetic field.
The case of jump change of magnetic field fully corre-
sponds to previous results. In the first minute after the
jump change of magnetic field acoustic attenuation sig-
nificantly increased. This phenomenon as it was already
mentioned can be explained by aggregation of nanoparti-
cles to chain-like clusters that starts over 40 mT. In this
case the magnetic fluid does not reach some new state but
there is following big decrease of α that takes around 3
minutes. In this situation the magnetic field has value
150 mT and we know that from 80 mT new process of
clustering is occurred. So that after 10 minutes the stud-
ied magnetic fluid reaches the new state of equilibrium.
This equilibrium state as well as whole development of
structure depends on the temperature of MF based on
MOGUL.

4 CONCLUSION

The influences of both magnetic field and temperature
on the structures of investigated magnetic fluids based
on the transformer oil TECHNOL and MOGUL were ob-
served using acoustic spectroscopy. From the presented

measurement it can be seen that the effect of external
magnetic field on the creation of clusters of nanoparticles
is dependent on the type of magnetic fluids. In the case
of MF TECHNOL has the process of aggregation of the
magnetic nanoparticles into chains and their decay rel-
ative long time scale, there are long life of clusters. For
MF MOGUL the complicated structures of clusters at
magnetic field over 100 mT are created. These structures
are than at higher magnetic field almost stable. Measure-
ments also confirmed that the lifetime of these structures
or clusters is quite short. The further investigation of
the viscosity and density as a function of temperature
or acoustic attenuation on of MF with different concen-
tration the magnetic field are necessary to understand all
processes in these magnetic fluids.
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